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a b s t r a c t
A parametric study was conducted to determine the effect of suspension plasma spray (SPS) processing
parameters, including plasma torch standoff, suspension injection velocity, injector location, powder
loading in the suspension, and torch power, on the ﬁnal microstructure of coatings fabricated from
80 nm diameter yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) powders. Coatings made with different conditions were
analyzed via stereology techniques for the amount of unmelted powder and spherical particles, which
are undesirable features in a thermal barrier coating. Observation of unmelted powders, generally in
the form of submicron-sized clusters of nanometer-sized powders, indicated insufﬁcient plasma enthalpy
or time in the plume to evaporate the liquid carrier in the fragmented droplet and melt the remaining
powders. For coatings produced with a 4 cm standoff, a suspension injection velocity of 23 m/s, or a
torch power of 21 kW, unmelted powders covered between 20 and 50% of the surface area. The presence
of micron-sized spherical particulates was an indication of either partial powder melting or complete
melting and re-solidiﬁcation of a YSZ powder cluster prior to impact with the substrate. A 6 cm standoff,
suspension injection velocity of 15 m/s, or 10 wt.% YSZ powder suspension each yielded coatings in which
spherical particles comprised more than 8% of the coating surface area. The parametric study ﬁndings and
the plasma-spray literature were employed to further modify the SPS experimental parameters to produce coatings that minimize unmelted powder and spherical particulates. The improved spray parameters for 80 nm diameter YSZ particles were found to be suspensions comprised of 8 wt.% YSZ powder, a
21 m/s suspension injection velocity (corresponding a ~ 50 ml/min volumetric ﬂow), a 5 cm standoff,
and a torch power of 50 kW. With these conditions less than 2% of the coating top surface area was covered by unmelted powder and spherical particulates.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) are widely used in gas turbines to
insulate metallic components from the heat generated during engine
operation [1]. These coatings are commonly yttria-stabilized zirconia
(YSZ) layers applied via the air plasma spray (APS) process [1–3], in
which a carrier gas introduces powder into a plasma that melts and
transports these particles to the surface being coated. Adhesion in
APS coatings is mainly due to the interaction of the melted powders
of YSZ with the metallic substrate or previously deposited layers.
Thus, the production of APS TBCs is typically designed to minimize
the amount of coating feedstock powders depositing on the substrate
in a solid or partially-solid state. Recently, the TBC industry has
shown interest in producing these coatings using the suspension
plasma spray [4] (SPS) process. SPS differs from APS primarily in
that a liquid replaces the powder carrier gas. This change makes
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producing coatings from micron-sized and smaller feedstock powders
feasible by solving the problems associated with injecting these particles via a carrier gas, particularly the premature agglomeration of
the small particles; further details are published elsewhere [5–8].
In SPS, the formation of the coating begins with the break-up of
the suspension stream by the plasma into micron-scale droplets composed of many nanometer-scale particles of the starting powder in
the liquid carrier. Undesirable deposits can appear in the coating as
the original powder, indicating no signiﬁcant melting of the feedstock
by the plasma, or as spherical-shaped particulates, which can be
linked to incomplete melting or re-solidiﬁcation of the YSZ in the
plasma prior to impact with the substrate. For the case of incomplete
evaporation of the liquid carrier while in the plume, the impacting
droplet will appear on the surface as irregularly-shaped, submicronsized clusters of nanometer-sized powders. Using an SEM, individual
nanometer-sized powders can be resolved within these clusters, indicating no melting of the powder.
The origin of spherical particulates on the surface can occur by at
least two formation mechanisms, in both of which the solvent is
completely evaporated prior to reaching the substrate. In the ﬁrst, YSZ
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powders in the original droplet have only partially melted prior to striking the substrate. Thus, the YSZ particulate has a solid core of partially
melted powders, but a completely melted exterior. The solid core reduces or prevents the spreading of the semi-solid particle, producing
microstructural features appearing as hemispheres or spheres, depending on the degree of deformation. The second spherical particulate formation mechanism occurs when the powder-containing droplet is
completely melted, but then partially re-solidiﬁes before contact with
the substrate. In this case, the YSZ particulate resists deformation on impact because it is fully solid or has a semi-solid shell over a melted core.
Note that both forms of spherical particulates are micron-sized because
they represent the partially melted agglomeration of many nanometersized YSZ powders from the original fragmented droplet.
Porosity, which would be expected for coatings comprised of
unmelted powders or partially-melted particulates, generally lowers
the thermal conductivity of a TBC due to inefﬁcient packing in these
microstructures and the near zero thermal conductivity of air. However, adequate mechanical or chemical bonding must exist between
the deposited microstructural features to achieve acceptable strength
and erosion resistance. Experiences with unmelted powders or
partially-melted particulates in the ﬁnal coating can result in a powdery coating that can be removed easily by minimum abrasion.
Thus, the presence of unmelted powders or partially-melted particulates is desired to be minimized.
Minimizing the amount of powder and spherical particulate deposition during SPS requires maximizing the time the powder resides in plasma above the YSZ feedstock melting temperature
(~ 2700 °C), and ensuring that the plasma has enough enthalpy to
evaporate the liquid carrier, melt the powder, and keep the YSZ
molten in-ﬂight. However, when using a direct current (DC) arc to
ionize gas, which is the most popular method of generating the
plasma, processing parameter changes are subject to stringent tradeoffs among these requirements [8]. For example, the enthalpy of
the plume produced by a DC plasma torch can be increased by raising the electric current and volume of gas ﬂowing into the torch [8].
Each of these changes will also elevate the speed of the resulting
plasma, which decreases the time the feedstock particles spend in
the plume before reaching the substrate [9]. Additionally, as the
plasma velocity climbs, the powder particles, which for this work
were injected normal to the plasma ﬂow, are less likely to reach
the central, hottest regions of the plume before deposition [8].
This difﬁculty can be surmounted by increasing the suspension injection momentum, but the simplest way of achieving this increase
is to raise the injection velocity and/or the powder mass fraction in
the suspension, both of which will require more plasma enthalpy to
melt completely the YSZ in the plume [8]. Furthermore, the above
SPS processing problems are also complicated because the average
YSZ particle, even after some agglomeration in the plume, can be
an order of magnitude or more smaller than that in APS [7,8].
These smaller YSZ agglomerates respond more rapidly to changes
in plasma temperature and velocity, altering signiﬁcantly the process parameters necessary to generate a SPS coating from those of
an APS process with the same feedstock material [10]. Consequently, optimizing the deposition of fully molten particulates during SPS
TBC production requires a set of experiments designed to evaluate
the results of varying processing parameters affecting feedstock injection, plasma enthalpy, and the torch-substrate standoff distance.
The present work focuses on determining processing parameters
that minimized undesirable deposits in coatings manufactured via
SPS. As a result, the authors conducted a parametric study of the
amount of unmelted powder and spherical particulates in YSZ coatings produced with various SPS processing conditions and used the
ﬁndings to understand better the phenomena inﬂuencing the depositing YSZ state. Based upon the results of the parametric study and literature reports, the spray parameters were further modiﬁed to
minimize undesirable microstructural features.
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2. Experimental procedures
2.1. Basis for SPS processing parameter selection
Prior SPS research involving conditions reproducible in the current study were used to reduce the number and range of the parameters investigated here. For example, ethanol was used as a
suspension solvent because calculations by Chen et al. [11] showed
that the total heat required to vaporize ethanol is one-third that of
water. Furthermore, Siegert [12] found the deposition efﬁciency
(DE), the ratio of the coating mass to the powder mass sprayed toward the substrate, doubled when switching from a water-based
YSZ suspension to an ethanol-based YSZ suspension. Even with an
ethanol solvent, the YSZ content of an injected suspension can exceed
the capacity of the plasma to melt the powder completely. Chen et al.
observed unmelted powder particles in SPS coatings generated from
suspensions containing 25 wt.% YSZ [11]. Likewise, Kassner showed
the fraction of porosity corresponding to unmelted powder tended
to increase with suspension powder loadings from 10 to 30 wt.%
[13]. The presence of powder within coatings was also used, along
with DE, by the studies of [10–12,14], and [15] to place the optimal
standoff for SPS with YSZ suspensions between 4 and 6 cm.
When injecting the suspension normal to the plume, nozzles producing coherent streams are reported to improve powder entrainment in the plasma core (i.e. the central, hotter regions) above
what can be achieved with atomizing nozzles [12]. However, Oberste
Berghaus et al. found that coherent stream nozzles below 100 μm in
diameter tended to clog frequently when spraying suspensions containing 5–15 wt.% powder with 30–70 nm diameter particles [10].
For an ethanol–YSZ suspension containing 5–12 wt.% powder injected
through a 200 μm diameter coherent stream nozzle, Siegert [12]
states that 20–28 m/s injection velocities caused the majority of the
300 nm median diameter powder to reach the plasma core; similar
ﬁndings were obtained by Oberste Berghaus et al. [10]. For these injection results [10,12], the suspension nozzle was located external
to the torch and inclined at an angle from 60 to 78° relative to the
main plasma ﬂow direction. In a separate study, Oberste Berghaus
et al. [16] employed a setup wherein the suspension was injected
into the plasma inside the torch. Compared to external injection,
injecting within the torch body increases the dwell time of the powder in the plasma.
Based upon the SPS research cited above, the present study investigated the depositing YSZ state changes with the following experimental parameter ranges: standoff distance (4–6 cm), suspension
injection velocity (15–23 m/s), injector location (external and internal to torch body), powder concentration (2–10 wt.%) in an ethanol
solvent, and torch power (21–50 kW).

2.2. Suspension and coating production
All coatings were made from ZrO2–8 wt.% Y2O3 powders suspended in ethanol containing 1 wt.% of dissolved phosphate ester to
aid powder dispersion. 1 The ZrO2–8 wt.% Y2O3 in the suspensions
was a nanopowder feedstock synthesized by Inframat ® Advanced
Materials (Manchester, CT). Nanoparticle suspensions were formulated at powder concentrations of 2, 5, 8, and 10 wt.%. After formulation
the suspensions were milled for 3 h on a rolling jar mill to break apart
agglomerates and coat the particles in dispersant. The YSZ grinding
media employed for this process were 9.5 mm diameter by 9.5 mm
long cylinders. The particle size distributions of each suspension
were measured following milling using a Beckman Coulter® (Fullerton, CA) LS 230 particle size analyzer. These measurements showed
that each suspension had a number-based d50 of ~80 nm, and that
1

Dissolved phosphate ester to aid powder dispersion.
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Fig. 1. SEM image of the starting YSZ powders prepared by placing a drop of suspension on a glass slide and allowing the ethanol to evaporate. Note the nanometer-sized features of
the powders.

Table 1
Processing parameters used in the parametric study.
Experimental condition

Baselinea
4 cm standoffa
6 cm standoffa
15 m/s injection velocitya
23 m/s injection velocitya
External injectionb
2 wt.% powder loadinga
10 wt.% powder loadinga
Low plasma enthalpya
High plasma enthalpya
Improveda
a
b

Processing parameters
Injection
velocity (m/s)

Suspension powder
loading (wt.%)

Standoff
distance (cm)

Ar/He gas
mixture (slm)

Torch
current (A)

Torch
voltage (V)

Torch
power (kW)

20
20
20
15
23
20
20
20
20
20
21

5
5
5
5
5
5
2
10
5
5
8

5
4
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

38/20
38/20
38/20
38/20
38/20
38/20
38/20
38/20
46/0
24/20
20/60

900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
600
1200
1000

42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
35
35
50

37.8
37.8
37.8
37.8
37.8
37.8
37.8
37.8
21.0
42.0
50.0

Suspension injected through a 230 μm dia. ruby oriﬁce oriented orthogonal to the spray direction.
Suspension injected through a 200 μm dia. stainless steel oriﬁce at 75° angle to the spray direction.

no statistical difference existed between the median particle sizes of
the different formulations. A density of 6.0 g/cm 3 and complex refractive index of 2.16–0.01i were used for the powder size calculations
[17–20]. A SEM image of the starting powders in the milled suspensions is presented in Fig. 1. This sample was prepared by placing a
drop of the ball-milled suspension on a glass slide and allowing the
ethanol to evaporate. The diameters of the individual particles in
the higher magniﬁcation image of Fig. 1 agree with the 80 nm size
obtained from the particle size analyzer.
YSZ coatings were fabricated from these suspensions at Ames Laboratory (Ames, IA). Suspensions were agitated prior to spraying by a
combination of manual mixing and ultrasonic energy. The suspensions were then ﬁltered through a 90 μm sieve while being added to
the pressure vessel used to supply the feedstock to the plasma
torch. During the SPS process the suspension in this vessel was
mixed via a magnetically-driven stir bar to avoid the gravitational
separation of YSZ powder from the ethanol solvent reported by
Chen et al. [10], Siegert [11], and Oberste Berghaus et al. [16]
The following processing conditions were held constant during all
parametric study experiments. The plasma torch was a Praxair (Indianapolis, IN) SG-100 2 with a 6 mm diameter nozzle. The spray direction of the plasma ﬂow exiting the torch was perpendicular to the
substrate, which was a 2.5 cm wide × 10 cm long × 0.5 cm thick
2
SG-100 was onﬁgured with a 3083-129 cathode, 3083-175 anode, and 3083-113
gas injector.

copper plate blasted with 24-grit alumina. All suspensions were
injected as coherent streams by using nitrogen gas to force the suspension from the pressure vessel through plastic tubing connected
to an oriﬁce. The nitrogen gas pressure was adjusted to reach the desired ﬂow velocity of the suspension into the plume. During deposition, the torch rastered horizontally at 29 cm/s across this substrate
surface; consecutive passes were separated by 3 mm with an approximate 1 mm overlap. Each coating was comprised of ~ 20 passes of the
torch, and was nominally 30 μm thick. The deposition efﬁciency was
approximately 30%. The backside of the substrate was cooled using
two 2.5 cm diameter air jets with a combined volumetric ﬂow rate
of roughly 2700 lpm. The velocity of the air exiting each pipe was at
least 30 m/s. A steel shroud surrounding the substrate prevented
the cooling air from interacting with the depositing YSZ particulates.
Table 1 lists the individual experimental conditions evaluated and
the processing parameters varied during this study. (While plasma
torch voltage cannot be adjusted directly, it is included in Table 1 to
present a more complete overview of the processing conditions.)
The ﬁrst ten rows in Table 1 represent separate spray experiments
conducted as part of the parametric study. The last row of Table 1
lists the settings for a spray experiment derived from the process optimization knowledge gained as a result of the parametric study.
The baseline settings listed in the ﬁrst row were chosen by estimating the optimal conditions suggested from the prior SPS YSZ research cited above. The choice to inject usually through the internal
port on the SG-100 was made to increase the dwell time of the YSZ
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in the plasma. Providing the suspension stream a direct line of sight to
the plasma through this port required injecting normal to the spray
direction. Consequently, although SPS literature [10,12] indicates better entrainment when the suspension stream is injected at an acute
angle relative to the spray direction, the beneﬁts of a longer dwell
were thought to outweigh the improved entrainment possible with
an acute angle injection. However, for the external injection experiment, the suspension was injected at a 75° angle relative to the
spray direction based upon the optimal ﬁndings reported in [10]. Additionally, the external injection setup necessitated switching from a
230 μm diameter ruby oriﬁce to a 200 μm diameter stainless steel oriﬁce, which were purchased from Bird Precision (Waltham, MA) and
Spray Systems Co. (Wheaton, IL), respectively. Although the oriﬁce
diameter was changed for the external injection case, a 20 m/s suspension injection velocity was still used because the suspension
appeared adequately entrained in the plume.
2.3. SEM and stereology analysis
The area fractions of unmelted powder and spherical particulates
were determined from stereological analyses of the top surface of
coatings corresponding to each of the experimental conditions listed
in Table 1. For each coating an approximately 5 mm by 5 mm region
located at the center of the length and width of the coating was examined. SEM imaging was performed with a Hitachi S-4800 FESEM on
gold coated samples. Digital SEM images were recorded at a minimum of six locations within the 25 mm 2 region to provide a roughly
uniform sampling of this section of coating top surface. These images
were recorded at 10 kX and 15 kX magniﬁcations, corresponding to
image areas of ~100 μm 2 and ~ 50 μm 2, respectively.
During stereological analysis, unmelted powders and sphericalshaped particulates were differentiated based upon feature size and
surface morphology. While the overall feature size of unmelted powder agglomerations is microns, closer inspection of the feature will reveal nanometer-sized powders identical in morphology to the
starting powder observed in Fig. 1. Spherical particulates are also generally micron-sized because they represent the partial melting or
resolidiﬁcation of many hundreds or thousands of starting powders
in the original fragmented droplet, but higher magniﬁcation investigations of the particulates reveal a smooth surface. Desirable lamellae, representing coalesced melted powders that strike the substrate
in the molten state and spread, were also observed.
The area measurements for stereological analyses were performed
on the SEM images for each processing condition using the Scion
Image software (Scion Corp. Frederick, MD). The regions of unmelted
powder were delineated by hand on the images, and the software
measured the areas. Starting with the original micrograph, this process was repeated to measure the total image area covered by spherical objects representing the YSZ that deposited as solid or semi-solid
spherical particulates. Due to the coating surface relief, an image
could contain regions that lacked the focus or brightness necessary
to identify microstructural features. These unusable regions were removed from the images so the total area in them could be measured
separately from the areas containing the powder or spherical particulates. The stereological measurements were then used to calculate the
area fraction of unmelted powder (ƒp) and spherical particulates (ƒs)
in the micrograph by dividing the total area for each type of microstructural feature by the total usable image area. Note that the surface
area fraction data are assumed to be indicative of the microstructural
feature volume fractions within the coatings produced by each experimental condition [21].
The powder area fractions determined from coatings belonging to
the same experimental condition listed in Table 1 were evaluated
using the Ryan–Joiner test to ensure the data set was normal to a signiﬁcance level of 0.01 [22]. The same test was also used to enforce the
normality of the spherical particulate area fraction data sets. To pass
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these tests, not all area fraction measurements within a set were necessarily included in the data used to establish the average values for
an experimental condition. However, each unmelted powder and
spherical particulate area fraction data set that passed the normality
test was required to be composed of measurements totaling a minimum evaluation area of 500 μm 2 on the coating surface. Additionally,
if all the data in a set came from a single coating, the measurements
had to be from micrographs providing a roughly uniform sampling
of the 5 × 5 mm examination region.
3. Results and discussion
The average ƒp and ƒs values observed on the surfaces of coatings
produced during the parametric study are shown in Fig. 2. The uncertainty limits of each average bar deﬁne an interval about the mean
that captures 95% of the t-distribution describing the data used to calculate the average value.
Within the parametric study, the experimental conditions ranked
from the lowest to highest ƒp content were as follows: baseline, 6 cm
standoff |external injection, 10 wt.% powder loading|15 m/s injection
velocity, 2 wt.% powder loading, high enthalpy plasma, 4 cm standoff|
23 m/s injection velocity, low enthalpy plasma. (The separation of experimental conditions by a vertical slash indicates that the uncertainty intervals about these area fraction averages exhibit a complete or
nearly complete separation.) The order of increasing ƒs among the
parametric study conditions was as follows: 23 m/s injection|high enthalpy, 4 cm standoff, baseline, external injection, 2 wt.% powder
loading, low enthalpy|10 wt.% powder loading, 6 cm standoff, 15 m/
s injection velocity. An examination of Fig. 2 also shows that the optimized processing parameters yielded coatings with the smallest ƒp
and ƒs values.
3.1. Guide to analyzing deposition differences
Fragmentation characteristics of the coherent suspension stream
have been observed using laser imaging of a stream injected into a
plasma produced using parameters similar to the baseline condition
listed in Table 1 [23,24]. For the baseline parameters used in this
study, the plasma speed in the 7.5 mm diameter anode throat
would have been ~ 1500 m/s [9]. From the calculations of fragmentation time in Ref. [23], the catastrophic suspension stream breakup
caused by the baseline plasma settings is expected to have occurred
entirely within the 8.5 mm section of the anode throat downstream
of the internal injection location. Calculations of the boundary layer
thickness in which friction from the anode wall slowed the plasma
below 1500 m/s velocity showed this region to be an insigniﬁcant
fraction of the 7.5 mm anode throat diameter [25], so the plasma in
the throat was assumed to have an almost uniform velocity proﬁle.
The diameter and thickness of lamellae in SPS coatings were measured on SEM micrographs showing top surfaces and fractured cross
sections. For the baseline condition, the average lamella diameter
and thickness were found to be ~ 3 μm and ~ 300 nm, respectively, implying an average impacting particulate size of ~ 1.6 μm diameter [7].
For a 5 wt.% YSZ-loaded suspension, the critical suspension fragment
(i.e. ethanol and YSZ powders) would average 8.4 μm in diameter in
order to contain the powder mass required for a 1.6 μm diameter
YSZ particulate. It is unlikely that this critically-sized fragment
would have the momentum required to penetrate further into the
plasma than the radius at which it is formed. When comparing deposition differences among the experimental conditions below, suspension fragmentation was considered to be the primary factor affecting
the fragment/YSZ path in the plasma; path inﬂuences from the plasma swirl, thermophoretic effects, and eddies along the plume periphery as it mixed with the ambient atmosphere were neglected.
Employing the above assumptions, Fig. 3 was developed to provide a framework for discussing the processing parameters effects
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Fig. 2. A bar chart displaying unmelted powder (ƒp) and spherical particulate (ƒs) area fraction data determined from stereological analyses on each coating sprayed using parameters listed in Table 1. The error bars deﬁne an uncertainty interval about the mean that captures 95% of the t-distribution describing each data set.

on the ƒs and ƒp area fractions observed on a coating surface. This ﬁgure is qualitative, is meant only to illustrate relative differences in SPS
experimental conditions, and neglects the ﬂow near the substrate.
Given these simpliﬁcations, Fig. 3 shows the qualitative shape of
zones in which the physical state of a YSZ powder cluster can be
expected to change as it moves through the plasma. The difference
between the liquidus and solidus temperatures of the ZrO2–8 wt.%
Y2O3 is approximately 50 °C [26]. Given the large temperature gradient in the plume, Fig. 3 is simpliﬁed to show a single temperature
contour combining those isotherms. Plasma in the region to the left
of the liquidus/solidus isotherm would exhibit temperatures above
the YSZ melting point, and that to right would have temperatures
below. The parabolic shape of the liquidus/solidus isotherm depicted
in Fig. 3 is in agreement with measured plasma spray plume temperatures [27].
The shapes of the zones in Fig. 3 are based on the heat transfer that
YSZ would experience along axial paths at different radial positions in
the plasma. The plasma temperature and velocity decrease with increasing radius. As a result, compared to YSZ moving along the centerline, YSZ traveling along Path A in Fig. 3 will move further
downstream before melting begins, as reﬂected by the curvature of
the border between the unmelted powder and partially melted
zones. Likewise, the zone in which the YSZ is completely melted exhibits a similarly curved nose that terminates at the liquidus/solidus
temperature isotherm. After passing the liquidus/solidus temperature
isotherm, the partially melted particulates and the molten particulates can begin to re-solidify. The time for molten particulates to

cool to the liquidus temperature results in completely molten particulates existing within a portion of the re-solidiﬁcation zone. Therefore, particulates within the large dashed boundary inside the resolidiﬁcation zone of Fig. 3 are considered to be completely molten,
while those outside of this envelope are partially melted particulates.
It should be noted that the exact position of the regions in Fig. 3 (except the YSZ melting temperature) is different for different particulate diameters.
As mentioned earlier, the suspension was injected radially into
the plasma ﬂow for this study. Thus, the suspension stream fragments into droplets over a range of radial locations [23,24]. The variation in fragmentation position along with differences in droplet
size can cause YSZ to deposit on the substrate as unmelted powder,
spherical particulates, or molten particulates. Unmelted powders depositing on the substrate appear in the coating microstructure as
micron-sized clusters comprised of nanometer-sized powders. The
spherical particulates are distinguishable from the powder clusters
because the former exhibit a smooth, uniform surface. The molten
particulates impacting the substrate become the lamellae within
the coating microstructure.
3.2. Analysis of deposition differences
3.2.1. Effect of stand off distance
Fig. 2 shows that the fraction of spherical particulates (ƒs) appearing in the coating was not affected by increasing the standoff distance
from 4 to 5 cm, while a 6 cm standoff produced a signiﬁcant increase

Fig. 3. Qualitative illustration showing how heat transfer within the plasma can change the YSZ physical state from unmelted powder (white) to partially melted particulate (lightest gray) to completely melted particulate (darkest gray) to re-solidiﬁed spherical particulate (medium gray). The dashed arrow represents the ideal radial penetration of a suspension fragment into the plasma. Paths A and B correspond to non-optimized entrainment of a fragmented droplet in the plume.
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in ƒs. This result is also demonstrated in the micrographs of Fig. 4a–c.
This trend in the ƒs data suggests that substrates at 4 cm and 5 cm
from the torch exit were close enough to the liquidus isotherm that
the deposition of liquid YSZ particulates did not vary appreciably between these locations (sketched as positions I and II in Fig. 3). Conversely, between 5 and 6 cm from the torch exit, the plasma likely
cooled to the point that signiﬁcantly more molten particulates
began to re-solidify prior to striking the substrate. This result is illustrated in Fig. 3 by the relative axial positions II and III within the resolidiﬁcation region.
Based upon the YSZ conditions shown in Fig. 3, the coatings with
different standoff distances should display no differences in the ƒp
amounts. This expectation is conﬁrmed in the results of the baseline
(5 cm) and 6 cm standoff coatings, but the ƒp data in Figs. 2 and 4
show an increase at the 4 cm standoff. The larger fraction of unmelted
powder in the 4 cm standoff coating is most likely the byproduct of a
suspension injection nozzle obstruction, which caused this particular
experiment to be stopped halfway through the planned coating process. Injection nozzle obstructions reduced the suspension stream velocity signiﬁcantly, which decreased the penetration of the stream
into the plasma and produced observable changes in the plume
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brightness. With fewer droplets penetrating to the center of the
plume, the YSZ gained less heat and produced more coating defects;
these effects are more fully discussed in Section 3.2.2.
3.2.2. Effect of suspension injection velocity
For a given injection oriﬁce diameter, varying the suspension stream
injection velocity has two effects on the stream-plasma interactions.
The penetration of the liquid stream into the plasma increases with
injection velocity [24], as does the power required to vaporize the liquid
and melt the YSZ. Using thermophysical data from Ref. [11,28] and the
NIST Chemistry WebBook [29], Fig. 5 illustrates this power requirement
change with injection velocity for the present experimental setup. From
Fig. 5, a 5 wt.% YSZ suspension injected at 15 m/s, 20 m/s, and 23 m/s
respectively requires 750 W, 975 W, and 1200 W of power to vaporize
all of the ethanol and to heat and to melt all of the YSZ.
Figs. 2 and 4d show that the 15 m/s injection velocity condition
led to higher ƒs and ƒp values than the baseline case (20 m/s). The radial temperature proﬁle of the plume can vary by several hundred
Kelvin per millimeter, meaning the enthalpy available for melting
YSZ exhibits a similar rate of decrease from the core to the fringes
of the plasma plume [23,27]. Therefore, it is not surprising that the

Fig. 4. SEM images showing the microstructural features on the top surfaces of the coatings fabricated with the (a) 4 cm standoff, (b) 5 cm standoff and 20 m/s injection velocity
(baseline), (c) 6 cm standoff, (d) 15 m/s injection velocity, and (e) 23 m/s injection velocity processing conditions.
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Fig. 5. Plot of the power required to vaporize ethanol and heat the YSZ powders to
melting as a function of injection velocity and powder loading.

25% decrease in injection velocity produced three times more spherical particulates and unmelted powder than the baseline, despite the
15 m/s injection velocity condition requiring ~ 20% less power to melt
completely the injected YSZ. With the shorter penetration into the
plasma, less powder was melted, and more of the melted powder
began to resolidify before deposition (to see this effect, compare
Path A to the centerline in Fig. 3).
Fig. 2 also shows that the fraction of unmelted powder (ƒp) for the
23 m/s injection velocity condition (see Fig. 4e) is an order of magnitude higher than that of the baseline coating, which does not follow
from the reasoning above. However, a rivulet of the suspension was
observed to form below the torch nozzle exit during this experiment.
For this situation to occur, some of the injected suspension had to
pass completely through the plasma, collect on the anode throat bottom, and be dragged out of the torch by the plasma ﬂow. This condition increased the concentration of suspension fragments within in
the cooler fringe of the plasma plume, leading to more deposition of
unmelted powder, yet the fraction of spherical particulates for the
23 m/s injection velocity case was about one-half that of the baseline.
While a higher injection velocity increases the volumetric ﬂow of suspension into the plasma, the fact that a signiﬁcant amount of suspension passed through the plasma with a 23 m/s injection velocity is
likely to mean more enthalpy was available per fragment in the plasma core than under baseline conditions. This scenario is the equivalent
of moving the melting temperature isotherm in Fig. 3 downstream,
which would produce a larger change in width of the completely
melted region than in the partially melted region. Additionally, the
decrease in fs may have been inﬂuenced by the deeper stream penetration increasing the fragments entrained near the plume centerline.
3.2.3. Effect of injection location
When the injection location was changed to external to the torch,
the ƒp approximately doubled compared to the baseline, while the fs
saw no statistically signiﬁcant change. The former result, seen in micrographs in Figs. 4b and 6, can be connected to differences in the
fragmentation behavior between these experiments. Outside the
torch, the plume spreads out and has a plasma velocity ﬁeld with a
larger radius than the torch nozzle [30]. With the external injection
setup, the suspension stream was affected by this larger, but slower,
plume at greater distances from the plasma centerline than for the internal injection conditions. As a result, the suspension stream fragmentation in the external injection case initiated at a larger radius
than the wall of the anode throat; this behavior is suggested by
high speed imaging of an externally-injected suspension stream
(e.g., Fig. 3 in Ref. [23]). A small fraction of the suspension is then

Fig. 6. SEM image showing the microstructural features on the top surface of a coating
fabricated using the external injection setup.

carried off in the cooler fringes of the expanding plume, where the
enthalpy is insufﬁcient to melt the YSZ fully, thus increasing the fraction of unmelted powder in the coating. The rest of the stream penetrates the plume much the same as the internal injection case, except
the effective standoff distance is less in the external case. Noting that
the baseline (5 cm standoff) and the 4 cm case have approximately
the same fs, it is not surprising that the external injection case does
not see an increase in fs.
3.2.4. Effect of suspension powder content
Changes in suspension powder loading can have different effects
on the sprayed coatings. One effect is the change in the total enthalpy
needed to melt the solid. Fig. 5 shows the power required to vaporize
all of the ethanol and to heat and melt all of the YSZ injected as a function of injection velocity and solid loading. For the baseline processing conditions, ~ 1000 W is required to vaporize the ethanol and
heat and melt the YSZ powders. This power represents 2.6% of the
total power provided (38 kW) to the plasma gun. The total enthalpy
that is in the plume has been reported as ~1/3 of the total provided
energy [31], so these changes in solid loading should have little effect
on the position of the melting isotherm.
A prior SPS study has demonstrated that a stream of ethanol fragments sooner than an ethanol–zirconia suspension stream containing
7 wt.% powder [23]. Therefore, differences in the radial penetration before the onset of fragmentation between the 2, 5, and 10 wt.% powder
streams were expected to contribute to the ƒp and ƒs differences between the coatings produced with these suspension formulations. Earlier fragmentation and the corresponding movement of the YSZ through
a cooler region of the plume is thought to be the reason the 2 wt.% loading ƒp in Fig. 2 is roughly ﬁve times larger than the baseline, a ﬁnding illustrated in Fig. 7a–b. From the results in Section 3.2.2, one might expect
the lower penetration to give a higher fs value than the baseline, as with
the 15 m/s injection velocity case. However, due to the lower powder
content, the ratio of plume enthalpy to the total enthalpy required for
evaporating solvent and melting YSZ is larger for the 2 wt.% case than
for the baseline, so more enthalpy is available to melt the ceramic in
the former. On the other hand, the lower YSZ loading in similarly
sized suspension droplets means the YSZ particulates are smaller than
the baseline and resolidify faster. A quantiﬁcation of these tradeoffs is
impossible without knowledge of the droplet size distributions and
fragmentation radii, but the result in these experiments is a statistically
small increase in fs at 2 wt.% solid loading.
The radial position of fragmentation for the 10 wt.% case should
have been deeper than the baseline, yet the ƒp for this condition
was ~2.5 times the baseline value. The primary cause for this increase
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Fig. 7. SEM images showing the microstructural features on the top surfaces of the coatings fabricated with the (a) 2 wt.% powder loading, (b) 5 wt.% powder loading and medium
enthalpy (baseline), (c) 10 wt.% powder loading, (d) low plasma enthalpy, and (e) high plasma enthalpy processing conditions.

is attributed to the increased size of the agglomerated powder masses
which contain twice as much powder and, thus, take longer to melt
completely. This hypothesis is supported by observation of larger
powder regions in the 10 wt.% loading coating (Fig. 7c vs. b). Similarly, the 10 wt.% loading ƒs was approximately double the baseline
value. This result indicates that any penetration improvements
achieved by increasing the powder loading were offset by the decrease in the completely melted zone width brought on by the larger
YSZ powder agglomerates.

3.2.5. Effect of plasma enthalpy
The plasma enthalpy was controlled by adjusting the electrical
current and the composition and ﬂow rates of the plasma-forming
gasses, as listed in Table 1, producing torch powers of 21 kW, 38 kW
(baseline), and 42 kW. Lowering the plasma enthalpy decreases the
overall temperature of the plasma. This change will move the axial
position of the noses on both the partially and completely melted
zones farther from the torch exit and the liquidus/solidus isotherm
closer to the torch exit. As a result, the lengths and widths of the

partially and completely melted zones contract, and the areas of the
unmelted powder zones increase.
The 300 A decrease in the torch current when switching from the
baseline to the low enthalpy condition also lowers the average plasma velocity in the torch by several hundred meters per second
below the ~ 1500 m/s speed discussed in Section 3.1 [9]. This decrease
would tend to increase the stream penetration before fragmentation
and the average droplet size. Based upon the stereological analyses,
the smaller completely melted zone in the plume produced at the
lower enthalpy and the larger droplets more than compensated for
the increased penetration; the low-enthalpy condition ƒp value in
Fig. 2 is twenty-four times the baseline value, a result which is also
reﬂected in the microstructures in Fig. 7b and d. The low enthalpy ƒs
value was also larger than that for the baseline, but the disparity in
this case was only a factor of 1.5.
The plasma conditions detailed above should have been reversed
with the high enthalpy settings, yet the ƒp and ƒs results relative to the
baseline were not the opposite of those from the low enthalpy case.
The ƒp value for the high enthalpy condition is also higher than the baseline results. Higher power conditions can be connected to an increased
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plasma velocity in the torch [9], which decreases the penetration of
fragmented droplets into the plasma core and the mean size of the
droplets. Consequently, more droplets travel to the substrate within
the cooler plume periphery comprising the unmelted powder zone.
Similarly, more droplets would also be expected to travel along radial
positions that, for the baseline conditions, would have yielded spherical
particulates in the coating. However, the ƒs values for the baseline and
high enthalpy conditions are equivalent (Fig. 5b and e). This outcome
can be explained by the plasma temperature increase and smaller YSZ
agglomerate size in the high enthalpy case leading to an expansion of
the completely melted region.
3.3. Final process modiﬁcations
The parametric study ﬁndings presented currently and the
plasma-spray literature were employed to further improve the SPS
experimental setup to produce coatings that minimized fs and fp. External suspension injection was abandoned in favor of the internal injection setup due to the reduction in ƒp observed with the latter. The
standard suspension powder loading was increased from 5 to 8 wt.%
to reduce the spray time required to make a coating by increasing
the amount of YSZ depositing. To promote the deposition of this
YSZ in the molten state, the plasma-forming gas mixture was changed
to increase the plasma enthalpy. Based upon DC plasma torch literature, a 25 vol.% Ar–75 vol.% He gas composition was selected. [32] Different ﬂow rates of 25/75 vol.% Ar–He gas mixtures were evaluated at
a torch current of 1000 A to determine which one maximized the
torch voltage, and thus, the plasma temperature [8]. (The torch current was capped at 1000 A to reduce electrode wear.) The highest
voltage obtained during this empirical investigation was 50 V,
which corresponded to a total gas ﬂow rate of 80 slm and a torch
power of 50 kW.
The above processing changes necessitated re-evaluating the suspension injection velocity. However, rather than optimizing this parameter from coating examinations, a viewing port was utilized to
monitor the torch exit during spraying. If ceramic was observed to
be collecting near the torch exit bottom, the injection velocity was reduced by reducing the nitrogen gas pressure; conversely, the injection velocity was increased if ceramic began collecting along the top
of the torch exit. Adjusting the injection pressure to the unique conditions of an experiment resulted in multiple injection velocities
being used, but 21 m/s was the average injection velocity for experiments involving 8 wt.% powder suspensions and a 20 slm Ar–60 slm
He gas mixture interacting with a 50 kW electric arc.
The complete set of improved spray parameters is listed in Table 1,
and an example of the coating microstructure resulting from these
settings is shown in Fig. 8. The average ƒp and ƒs data from stereological analyses performed on coatings fabricated with the improved
parameters are plotted in Fig. 2. This ﬁgure shows that these averages
are signiﬁcantly lower than any of the values from other experimental conditions.
4. Summary
In summary, a parametric study was conducted to determine the
effects on the ﬁnal coating microstructure of the following suspension
plasma spray processing parameters: torch standoff, suspension injection velocity, injector location, powder loading in the suspension,
and plasma enthalpy. Of particular interest in this study was the presence of two undesirable microstructural features: (1) unmelted powders, which appeared as micron-sized clusters of the 80 nm diameter
YSZ feedstock particles, and (2) spherical particulates, which resulted
from partial melting or re-solidiﬁcation of the feedstock YSZ prior to
deposition.
The largest percentage (~50%) of coating surface area covered with
unmelted powder resulted from the experimental condition yielding

Fig. 8. SEM images showing the microstructural features on the top surface of a coating
produced from the improved processing parameters listed in Table 1.

the lowest plasma enthalpy. The area fraction of unmelted powder
was also found to increase for conditions that increased the fragmentation of the suspension in the colder fringes of the plume. This nonoptimal stream fragmentation occurred when the suspension injection
velocity was either too low or too high, as the plasma velocity increased,
and as the suspension powder loading decreased. The highest percentage of coating surface area covered with unmelted powder as a result of
non-optimal fragmentation was 33%.
The largest area fractions of spherical particulates (ƒs) resulted
from the 15 m/s suspension injection velocity condition (ƒs ~ 0.1)
and from the 6 cm standoff condition (ƒs ~ 0.09). The 15 m/s injection
velocity was believed to lead to an earlier onset of stream fragmentation in a colder region of the plasma, which increased the amount of
partially-melted YSZ particulates. The longer standoff distance experiment allowed more time for the re-solidiﬁcation of molten YSZ particulates prior to substrate impact.
In this study, the optimum deposition occurred when using a 5 cm
standoff and a suspension containing 8 wt.% YSZ powder that was
injected at 21 m/s (~50 ml/min) through the torch body into plasma
produced from a 20 slm Ar–60 slm He gas mixture ionized by a 50 kW
arc. The coatings produced with these processing parameters still
contained undesired spherical particulates and unmelted powder,
but the combination of these features comprised less than 2% of the
area on the coating top surface.
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